
Hightlights 
1. Comprehensive range of redundancy 

The particularity of the system for Shenzhen Metro is the high-level reliability which is achieved by 

Geographical redundancy of the switching unit, redundancy of control channel and fallback 

operation of the base stations. It allows continuously voice and data communication even in the 

event of failure of entire sites.

2. One stop service

Whatever the needs or the challenges of the MRT customers they have, Hytera can offer sincere and 

tailored solutions for their radio communications with complete MRT product line, including the 

standard TETRA infrastructure, dispatcher & train-borne, plus abundant coverage design and on-site 

experience in the process of construction.

3. Interface to other TETRA system

A strong point of our solution is that necessary voice/message service between the existing network 

and Hytera TETRA network can be realized, using the client's existing mobile radio terminal 

connected to our multifunctional server equipped with A-CAPI software interface.

Hytera ACCESSNET-T IP mobile radio system for the Shenzhen metro mainly consists of:

--72 base stations are connected to the switching node via the IP backbone. 

--2 IPN switch nodes are redundant to each other. The failure of one IPN site will not affect the radio  

operation.

--The newly-built OCC includes 27 multi-user customized dispatcher systems to meet their high level 

requirements. 

-- 1500 portables, 80 fixed stations and 266 train-borne.

Hytera will also provide DMR Trunking products for station service management like security, 

cleaning and station staff, with 1 set DMR switch center, 72 BSs, 1950 portables.

Both TETRA and DMR signal will be combined transmitting by leaky coaxial cables (LCX) along whole 

elevated viaduct and underground tunnel trackside to ensure good signal coupling and constant line 

of sight between transmitter and receiver.

Solutions
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Background
DMRC (Delhi Metro Railway Corporation) was founded in 1995 and located in New Delhi, India. As an 

India state-owned enterprise, they built the first city Metro Light Rail Project in India. After that, as the

direct leader, they carried out many construction projects of urban subway light rail in various states 

of India, including over 213KM light rail and railway, more than 160 subway stations. DMRC usually 

uses TETRA technology for the wireless communication.

JMRC (Jaipur Metro Railway) is a state-owned company located in Rajasthan belonging to DMRC.

Hytera began to cooperate with their urban Metro Light Rail project at the beginning of 2010. In 

June, 2015, Jaipur Metro was in formal operation. The communication need of the subway is 

essential. All the drivers, train inspectors and station commanders need to maintain close

communication with the command center.

User
Jaipur Metro Railway, India 

Market segment
Metro

Project time
2015

Products
CZT802H&GDT801Train borne
Customized Dispatch Work System, 
Network Manage System,
Centralized Digital Recording system

JMRC required a wireless communications solution based on EADS TETRA System, including:

1. Customized devices fitted in the Metro train cab and Metro station, providing humanized 

interoperability;

2. Dispatch system, interconnected with ATS, PA, PSTN and providing integrated voice solution for the 

metro system;

3. Reliable recording system providing seamless and stable recording for at least one year;

4. Integrate network manager system which can collect and indicate the error happened in Tetra 

system and Hytera solution.

Customer Challenges

Jaipur Metro Railway, India
Hytera TETRA Solutions Serve India Metro

Trainborne

Transportation
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Intelligent Port of Thousand-Island Country
Hytera DMR Trunking Pro Serves Jakarta Port

User
Jakarta Port, Indonesia 

Market segment
Port

Project time
2013

Products
Hytera DMR Trunking Pro 
1 DS6210 Base Station with 4 carriers 
1 Mobile Switching Office
1 network management System 
1 Dispatching and Recording System
60 PD78X Portable Radios 
40 MD78X Mobile Radios

PD78XMD78X

DS-6210 Trunking Base Station

Background

Challenges

Indonesia, which consists of tens of thousands of islands, is the world's largest island nation, known 

as "Thousand Island country”. As capital of the country, Jakarta's main seaport Tanjung Priok serves 

many ferry connections to different parts of Indonesia. The Indonesia Port Corporations or PT 

Pelabuhan Indonesia (Pelindo) are state corporations responsible for the governance, regulation, 

maintenance and operation of ports and harbors in Indonesia. Port of Jakarta is under the 

management of Pelindo II.

Heavy�operations

Tanjung Priok, which is the largest seaport in Indonesia, with an annual traffic capacity of around 45 

million tons of cargo and 4,000,000 TEU's, provides services to more than 18,000 ships every year. 

Heavy operation results in the traffic of communication, which requires communication equipments 

with higher level stability and signal channel.

Multitudinous�operations

Port of Jakarta suffered from heavy port operations from its 20 terminals, such as general cargo, 

passenger terminal, container terminals and so on. Due to these complex and multitudinous 

operations, radio communications at Jakarta port have to guarantee that each work line calls and 

receives messages independently among an talking group, and the talking group can be easily 

divided and then regrouped flexibly if needed.

Transportation

According to the customer's requirements, Hytera provided customized Train borne radio, RAU (Radio 

Access Unit), RCP (Radio Control Panel), DWS (Dispatch Work System), CDRS (Centralized Digital 

Recording system) and NMS (Network Manage System). For the train communication, Hytera 

provided 20 train borne radio with customized interface and train fit design.

For the dispatch requirement, Hytera provided DWS digital dispatch system with plug-in design, 

providing remote dispatch and management capabilities. Via the DWS, the urgent notice and 

command can be sent quickly and effectively to the target, whose status is displayed in the DWS. And 

the dispatch server deals with the Radio system and ATS. DSS is responsible for getting the location 

information, sending the information to the train borne radio & dispatcher, receiving the alarm signal 

and sending it to the ATS system.

For the recording requirement, Hytera provided the CDRS system featuring multi-feature search and 

providing remote dispatch and management functions. Via the CDRS, the voice communication

going through the system could be recorded for future research.

For the network manage requirement, Hytera provided the NMS system featuring plug-in design and 

providing remote management capabilities. Via the NMS, our client could manage the entire device 

relevant to communication network with one terminal.

Hytera Solutions

Benefits
With Hytera customized Tetra solution based on the existing network, the Jaipur Metro Railway 

achieve the seamless call among the control center, vehicle, and the station. Dispatcher, drivers and 

the station managers can use computer terminals, mobiles, and hand-held units to maintain close 

communication to guarantee the safe operation of the train.

At the same time, recording and network management system can guarantee the system's data is 

recorded in a timely manner, as well as the base station alarm for more accurate and intuitive analysis.
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